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Challenges of Technical Debt Assessment

- Diseconomy of scale: how team of 2-3 evaluates x100K LOC within 2-4 weeks
- Flexible, repeatable, automated, **convincing** analysis of whatever artifacts available
- Low level source code technical debt items do not cut it for business stakeholders
Main Idea

1. Technical debt items are traced to antipatterns.
2. Antipatterns are translated to graph constructs.
3. These constructs are looked up in explicit Assessment Graphs with queries.
4. The results are postprocessed and visualized.

The framework is based on the familiar analytical tools and is automated as much as possible.
Assessment

Graph

- Green comes from data sources
- Model is partial
- Neo4j is schema-less, multiple labels are used to type nodes
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Pattern Translation into Query

1. Determine what conceptual entities and relationships between them form the given pattern.
2. Map them to nodes, relationships, labels, and properties in the assessment graph.
3. If graph structures are insufficient massage the graph data adding more nodes, labels, properties, and relationships.
4. Create MATCH queries on the graph to search for the pattern.
5. Inspect and verify query outputs. If needed repeat preceding steps to build sufficiently accurate queries.
Patterns in Scope

- Code structure, external dependencies, involving metrics such as complexity, OOP, and similar (demonstrated in the paper).
- Team collaboration (social) and historical code change patterns fossilized in commit history and issue history.
- Higher level architectural and business domain patterns reflected in system decomposition, semantic naming, comments, and documentation (typically would require NLP).
- System evolutionary patterns using extrapolation techniques applied to data captured in the assessment graph.
Component View

- More data sources can be added
- Deployment containerized for easy portable deployment
- Implementation languages: Python 3, Neo4j Cypher
- Jupyter (IPython) notebooks used as analysis platform
iDempiere Query Sample (see our paper for details)

MATCH
(file:JavaFile)-[:DEFINES]->
(zk_coupled_class:JavaClass)
-[:COUPLES]->
(zk_class:JavaClass)
WHERE zk_class.name = "(?i)'org\\zkoos.*'"
WITH file, zk_coupled_class, zk_couple
MATCH
(file:JavaFile)-[:DEFINES]->
(db_coupled_class:javaClass)
-[:COUPLES]->
(db_class:JavaClass)
WHERE db_class.name = "(?i)'java\\sql.*'"
WITH DISTINCT file, db_couple, zk_couple
RETURN
LAST(SPLIT(file.name, '/')) AS file_name,
file.count_line_code AS loc,
COUNT(db_couple) AS db,
COUNT(zk_couple) AS zk
ORDER BY
db_couple_count DESC,
zk_couple_count DESC,
loc DESC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>file_name</th>
<th>loc</th>
<th>db</th>
<th>zk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InfoPanel.java</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FindWindow.java</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocumentSearchController.java</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoWindow.java</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoProductPanel.java</td>
<td>1237</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... (51 more)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MATCH (a1:Actor)-->(p1:Package)<--(p2:Package)<--(a2:Actor)
WHERE NOT "Travis" IN [a1.name, a2.name]
WITH DISTINCT p1.longname AS package,
    p1.metric_CountDeclMethodPublic AS public_method_count,
    p1.metric_SumCyclomaticStrict AS total_cyclomatic_strict,
    COLLECT(DISTINCT a1.name) AS developers,
    COLLECT(DISTINCT a2.name) AS users,
    COLLECT(DISTINCT p2.longname) AS dependent_packages
RETURN package,
    public_method_count,
    total_cyclomatic_strict,
    SIZE(developers) AS developer_count,
    SIZE(FILTER(user IN users WHERE NOT user IN developers)) AS user_count,
    SIZE(dependent_packages) AS dependency_count
Expected Benefits

- Graph database structures accurately and efficiently capture complex software projects.
- They are open to any type of graph extension and enrichment (new types of subgraphs, explicit relationships, properties, and labels).
- Search for technical debt item patterns directly translates into Cypher queries.
- ETL and analysis steps can be partially or fully automated and applied across projects, integrated with continuous delivery process, shared among teams, and packaged as reusable assets.

We regard our work as a step toward the concept of **Technical Debt Evaluation as Code** as useful for Software Evaluation, Monitoring, and Improvement as **Infrastructure as Code** is for DevOps and Software Development.
Next Steps

- Try to apply NLP techniques to comments, code entity (file, class, method) names, and issue reports.
- Work on identification and implementation of the patterns significant for technical debt discovery and estimation (also possibly laying the bridge to CBAM).
- Catalog best practices of building and analyzing assessment graphs.
Prior Art

- "Expressive and Scalable Source Code Queries with Graph Databases" by Raoul-Gabriel Urma and Alan Mycroft, University of Cambridge, pub. 2015
- "Your Code as a Crime Scene" by Adam Tornhill, pub. 2015
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